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Sunday, July 8 of 2018

MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE
CITY OF BAD VÖSLAU, ÁUSTRIA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

May My Heart of Peace be the guide that leads you to Christ

My Children,

I come in a time of chaos, ignorance and indifference toward God, toward His Plan and His Truth,
to open the eyes of a generation that is getting lost in the wounds and memories of the past.

I come to reveal to you a Divine Purpose, which forever erases from your consciousnesses the
obstacles that separate you from God.

And this same Purpose reveals to you, not only what the Heart of the Father offers you, but mainly,
children, it brings you closer to the Truth of the Heart of God; Truth which has been hidden
throughout human evolution, and now must be revealed.

I come as the Mother of the World, as your Universal Mother, so you may understand that not only
eternity after this life is full of mysteries, but life itself holds secrets that have not yet been revealed,
holds truths that are beginning to emerge at this time, as a last opportunity for souls to awaken.

My Heart offers you nothing more than awakening to the path of prayer, surrender, service and
sacrifice.

But it is this very path that will open, in your lives, the doors to the new, and will finally bring the
meaning which your souls expected to know about the existence of life on Earth.

You can already feel and perceive your own ignorance, not only before the Universe and Creation,
but also before yourselves.

And what I come to do in these times, My children, is to open your eyes through the power of
prayer, so that, transformed under the spirit of humility, you can enter into the truth that dwells
within you, a universe as vast and as broad as the one you see in a starry night in the sky of the
Earth.

As the immensity of the sky, as the infinity of the stars, so it is within each of My children, because
He who created you, in His image and likeness, is infinite and unknown.

The likeness to God is not limited to the appearance of humankind. The likeness with God is kept in
a deep mystery that dwells in your hearts, and that keeps in itself the true reason for which God
created this humanity.

Each being of this Earth, My children, is a renewing potential of the Divine Consciousness.

From your most profound and sincere experiences of love, the Creator derives His renewal, the re-
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creation of His Divine Creation.

I know that this is a mystery, almost incomprehensible for the creatures of the Earth, but this is due
to the great blindness, and ignorance of humanity.

To enter into the celestial Mysteries, you must have a humble and simple heart, and your Heavenly
Mother grants you this heart through prayer that transforms you inside and out, that transforms your
lives and, therefore, life on Earth.

I come as your Divine Mother to lead you, by the hand, to a higher Purpose.

I want, My children, that in this last time of awakening, you may not only know Christ, but you may
be in Christ, what God has thought for your lives and for this world.

You are still in time to transform this planet into a sacred planet, to build and inhabit the islands of
salvation, which will serve as the beginning of the new when the time comes.

But this, beloved children, begins in the small and in the true. It begins with the Rosary in your
hands and the Heart in God; it begins with sincere service and the true interest that your brothers
and sisters also receive the best; it begins by listening to the Words of God through His Messengers,
and by following and living these Words, because when you least expect, they will be alive and
consolidated in your inner world.

And it is there that all eyes that look at you will find an example, and all hearts that feel you will
feel God, because you will be called His instruments, His companions.

Today I reveal to you a path, and I extend My Hands to you, so that you may allow Me to lead you
to the new; to the eternal and unfathomable Heart of Christ.

I thank you for responding to My call, and following My steps as Mother and Pilgrim.

The souls that are awakening are in jubilation and the planet feels relief in its heart.

All this is due to the effort of each one of My children.

I bless you,

Your Mother, Mary, Rose of Peace


